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Belief Change 1

e- Abstract

Using the Wyer subjective probability model, the present

study invetigated the'effectk certa n methodological changes

on the fit of the model, and the effect of belief change on

cognitive structure. Using syllogistically related proposition

sets of the form "A, "If A then B, "IfAnot A ther1B," "13," it

was fthind that certain .methodological - improvements c'oUld

increase Elle fit, of the model above that obtained in previous

research'. 'Given a change in the subjective probability of A-, it

was- found that (1) the -Wyer probability model predicted the

observed amount of change with reasonable accuraCy; (2) that

changes in "A* beliefs tended to produoe changes in related "B"

beliefs and not in the conditional probabilities. In the caSe

of a Change in a "Bs' belief, however, there was no eiridence for

a corresponding charige in the related A bftlief. No clear

explanation of this effect ptesented its lf.

44.
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Continuing a research.eradition begunby McGuire (1966a, b,
t

c), Wytr and his colleagues have been fnvestigating the utility

f subjective probability models of$,cognitive structure. This

approach measures beli.efs, as subjectiVe 3)robabilities (cf.

Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) a d then postUlates thatsubjective-
.

probabilities are structured in accord with the laws of

probability theory. One sub'jective probability model which has

receivedsupport is that:proposed by Wyer and Goldberg .(1970).

Consider the following propositions:,

A: There will 'soon be a s.ubstantial increase,in the
number of police officers in St. "Louis.

B/A: 'Suppose that there will soon be a substantial
increase in 'the number of police, officers in St.
Louis. All things considered,how likely is it that
the crime re(te in St. Louis will decrease in the near
future

B/A%,:' Suppose that there wil)1 not Soon -be a
subStantial increase in the ndiliber-T police:offi.aers
in 'St. Louis. All things considered, hOw 'kite:I:if is
it that the crime rate in St. Louis will decrepkse in
the near future?

B: The crime rate in St. Louis will decrease in the
near future.

fyer and GOldberg (-1970) presented an equation whic.h. represents'c

ih interrelationships among these beliefs:

Pb m PaPb/a + .(1 Pa)Pb/a' [i]

where Pa, Pb, Pb/a an'd Pb/a' ake, the subjective probability

k
ratings of statements of the form shown above. The "B/A" and

"B/A'" statements are referred as positive' and negative

conllitionals" they-measure the profpability that "B" is true -on,
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the condition that A is or is not true. -Wyer.has observed some

support ror this model bhh in correlational (Wyer, 1970, 19720

1973b) and functional measurement (Wyer, 1975b) paradigms. (The

utility of the model his been discussed by Wyer.and Goldberg
. )

,

(1970) and the approach Ils aIso.been extended to the prediCtion
,

,

'of lciehavior'by Jacca'rd (Jaccard 6,nd Kirig, 1977; Uaccard, Knox, &

Brinberg,- 1979) However, a number of important theoretical an'd.

methodological 'issues in the context of this res arch have not

.been investigated. The purpos,e of. the present investigation was
4

to consider some of.these unresolved issues in the contextof

describing the relationships between beliefs and the geneml

analysis of belief change.

Fit .of. the* Model
4

Probabilities

and the Measurement of CondItional

Data regarding the goodnessoffit Wyer's model have been

At the group' 1evel-7,-- me n kredicted and obtained Pbmixed.

scores have been in strong agreeinent. Analysed across

sytlogisms, .these measures regularliy eld correlations between

predicted and obtained scores abov, .90. On the individual
. I

level, however-, goodness orf Nit has'not been as good (Wyer,
. *

1970, 1976; Wyer & Goldberg. 1970.

t
1

One factor which may contribute to this is Wyer's
,

operationalization of conditional probabilities in his research.

Tests of Wyer's moliel have asessed conditional probabilities of'

the Jorm "if A, then B" (Pb/A) and "if not A, then B" (Pip/2i').

For example, a respondent might be asked to rate the probability

ot the truth of a stat:ementg of the rorm "If drug companies
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< large excessive prices_for the pills they produce, then the

size -of their profits should ge regulated by the government.'

. According to' 'probability theory, if Pa and Pb are independent,

then Pb/a Pb. Taking an extreme case:if B referS to the

A
. statement "Ted Kennedy is a liberal" and A .refem to thee

statement "Bob likes psyc,hology,".then the rating of Pb/a (if

Bob likes4 psychology, then Ted fennedy is, a liberal) should

equal Pb. It: may be however, that respondents are not

Anterpreting the nature of the conditional probability correctly

when it is given :in the if-then format.NRespondents could

conceivably be interpreting the conditional .13 given A in terms.

1 '
of A's- causal implications fo,r B. Ir this were the case, the

example given above would'most likelY 13e assigned a 'subjective

probability near zero (i. e., the likelihood that if Bob likes

psychology then: because of that, Ted2Kennedy is a liberal would -

be zero).

Such ,a ;misinterpretation would tender previous tests of

.: .

Wyer's model-'ambiguous44'When beliefs A ancl'8 are perceived. as
.

,.v0. .
. .

.
,

0 ..../
.

depmdent,' tpe model should provide,a r,elatively good fit. When

1

b;lief, A apd 8 are independ7nt, however, the ,model would 'not
N 0,

fit as well. One puepose of the prespnt investigation was to

examine the possibfrlity of this methodological problem in

previous applications! of 'subjelive probability models with

regard to g6odness1it It should be noted that this idsue

poses a potential 1-.oblem not only for Wyer's researc?h, but-,

other research that. has- used subjective probability' models

-employing conditional probabilities.
4

4.



Ramifications of Belief Change.

Another purpose

'Belief Change

of the prtzsent study was.to investigate the
4'

extension of equation [1] from a description ofthe static state

, of cognitive structure to the dynamic case of describing.the

ramifications of belief change. The ch'ange equation

corresponding to equation [1] is

A Pb = A ( Tan/a + (1 - Pa4Pb/a'

r

.where. APb is the observed change in the sUbjective probability
-

of a'"B" statement,, and 'the right hand Aide ots the equat'ion

denotes the-change in Pb predicted on the. basis of equation (1).

A change in Pa through, for.example, the administration of a

persuasive messzkge, would, automatically prucechanges in the,

right-hand side of equation -[1]. The question is, happens

psychologically? Is "cdgnitive balance" restored, and if so,

h

Five studies in the Wyer tradition have addressed themselves

to the accuracy of equa.tion [21 in predicting the logical

repercussions of such a change. Wyer and Goldberg (1970), in

two studies, found rather dIsappointing support' for the

applicability or the change equation. Only .one of the two

correlations .between predicted and dbserved APb values which

they obtained wa-s significant. That same year, Wyer (1970)

reported another- study which also examined equatiOn 12]. No .

V.
c.orrelations were reported, but .the differences between mean

predicted and observed ..6.Pb- values were- significant in an

analysis of varianCe.

a
ef4
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Wyer (1972) reported a-study whioh examined the. extent to
Al

which equation. [2] could be used to descnibe social evaluation

processes. Respondents were first asked to rate how pirlbabIe it

was that they possesseda 'tiven trait, and the conditional

probabilieies that (1) another respondent-liked them; (2) that

they liked sthp Other respondent, and (3) that they were

"generally! liked", 'given that they:did or did pot have that

trait. Respondents then received false feedback concerning

'.whether :or not the ot4fler respondent felt that they had the,trait

in questIon. It was found that equation [2] predicted

reasonably well for the-first two conditions; the- correlations

between the predicted and.observed'APb values were consistently

greater than or equal to 0.1.
\

Overall, Shen, previca studies indicate reasonabLy good fit

of equation (21 in predicting belief change. Ip light of this

evidence, t.he follo40. g hypotphesis was offered:

Hl: Given a change in Pa, changes will be observed in
the related Pb. Pb/a, or Pb/al .terms, or some
combination-of them. These changes will occur in,such
a way as to maintain the balance described in equation
[2].

Change Mechanisms

1

Wyer and his colleagues have not closely examined the precise

ramifications of a change in the Pa term on cognitive structure..

For example, a change in the Pa term might occur without'

producing a change in the PlAterm, but still not disrupt the

balance of equation [2). Thi5Ncould occlir in either of two

ways, both of which concern the salience 6f A with respect to,
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tf'

This salience f,actor reflects the extent to which changes in Pa

will

AW

producie changes.in Pb and is measured as thC-absolute value

ot the.difference between the conditionals:

al 1 Pb/a Pb/ai I

When this value Vs zero i.

of B bears

[3]

e., when the subjective .probabilitY

no relation,to t.he subjective pràbability of A), .then

change in Pa will have no effect on Pb. Alternatively, i Ftt

Q AS'

in thechange in Pa
r
salience

As accompanied by a-"compensatory" change

of A with respect to S. balance might be maintained

without a. change Vn Pb.. The concentration of Wyer and his
A

colleagues on th,e gross level of analysis, represented by

correlating predicted arid observed °change

consideration of the mechanisms by which the

model is maintained after the change,*whether

Pb'or changes in the salience. It was'- one, of

the present study to make Suc,h an examination.

An Extension: The Ef ec't of Chan n Cofld

scores neglects

balance of the

through changes-in

the purp.oses of

ion

Consider the following set 'of propositions%

%C

If C then A

A

If A then B

I.

While thearesearch noted above seems to indicate that changes in

Pa might produce changes in Pb-, an additional' issue is the
JO

possibility of reversing the direction of this influence;

9
I

as.
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obtaining a change in Pc by changing Pa, or, to use syllogistic

terminology, obtaining -a -change in the belief in,aApremise by'
-

.

changing belief in the conclusion. Wyer (1975a)- addressed this
1

issue by fitst having- respondents record their subjective

probabilities concerning various propositions. .Then, in a two-

by-two design, respondents were informe-d that either,"most" or

"Tew" other introductory psychology students agreed with A, and .

that they were required to write an essay either in favor or*or
4)

arguing against'A. He found that these manipulations produc-ed

significant changes in in a Pa term, but no signif4oant changes

in the correspondin Pb as diagrammed above): Significeent

changes 'in Pc, occurred nly when other were reported to agree

with A;.in that'case, 1.)4liefslchanged in acCordance "with the

direction pt the essay*.

The ambiguity of these results, and the possibility that they

were affected by demand characteristics, would stem to indicate

that the queS.tion of the effects of. belief change rema.ins an

open issue for psychological researe.h. The extent to:which such

.changes were observed was examined ifithis study. Specifically,

H2: Given a proposition set, and a change in the
subjective probability. of ,, its conclusion, a
'corresponding change will occ44 either irithe premise,
or in the.psychological saliene of the premise with
re-spect to the conclusion, or both. This change' will
occur in, such a way as, to restore the balance of
equatiori [6].

In summary, the.present study sought to address (1) the

ramifications of certain methodological changes on the accuracy

of measuring conditional probabilitdes (2) the extent to which
P

10
t.

%.
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equation' [21' is an accurate- model of cognitive structure in

light of belief change;. (3) wbat mechanisms for the restoration

of *cognitdive balance tend to be evidenced after a belief change;

and ,(4) th.e extent to which changes in \\the subje6tIve

probabilities of premis,es affect the, subje6tive probability of

the related conclusions, and vice versa,

EXPERIMENT 1

-The'.firt*experimerit addressed' the'issue of the measuremen

of conditional probabilities in previous research. A
,

questionnwire- consisting of ,40 belief statement6 was

'administered to t o groups or- 22 and 18 introductory psychologyi_

stAidents who were-, fulfilling ,a courSe 'requirement regar(4ng

sexperimental participation. These. 40 statements reflected 10

syllogistically related proposition .sets (4 statements per set,

Pa, PI), Pb/a.:` and Pb/a ). Each statement Was rated on a 21

point likelyunlikely scale ranging froM 0 to 100 in units of 5%

Respondents were told that the zer; pointifindicated that the

statement was not true% or completely unlikely, and that 100

-N signified that the statement was definitely true or completely

likely,"and that 50 ropre;ented a neutral point; that the

- statement may or may_riot be.true. (See Donahue, 1979 for a more

complete description 'of.these measures gild pretests .)concerning

their -.ea id4ty,and reliability.)
.1

Seven 'of the syllogisms consisted of premises and conclusion

that the experimenter judIrd to be dependent to some degree.

Three of the syllogisms contained premises and'conclusions that

'were judged to be independent. An exami4e of the rormer is
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'Pa: There will be a 4hortage of eggs ne-xt year.

Pb/a: If there is a of eggs next year, the
price'of eggs will ris sharply next year.

Pb: The price,of eggs will ri-se sharply next year.

An example of-the latter-is

A
Pa: The university regulation againt smoking was,made
-to safeguard the lives of students.

Pb/a: If the uniVersity regulation against smoking was
made to safeguard the Tives of students, then people
.over 65 have trouble living on the' amount of money
\given.them by Social Securit%

mcovvoa.
1P164 People over 65. ve trouble living on the"amount
of money given them by Social Security,

. 0
GroulA indicated tlieir beriefs in each of the 40 'statementl,

(Pa, Pb, Pb/a, and Pb/r'4-for each or the 10 sy llog ) using

the standard format in Wyer's research (i. e.,conditionals vere
A

measured *Tip, the 'if-then' format shown ab.ove). Group 2

indicated their beliefs in the same 40 statements, but with an-

,

alternative ivording- of the conditionals. An.example of the

format is the'following:

Pb/a: If, in addition to what you already know ylvt
found ..out that th-e7 University regulation against
smoking was, in Tact, made to sal:eguard'the lives >ot
students, then considering -.this as well as, your:
previous knowledge, how likely would you say -it is
that people over 65 hive trouble living on the amount
of money given tlim by Social Sectirity?:

ts

Resu.lts

,

For each responcfent, in. estimated Pb was computed in accord'
,

with equation (). Mean predic,ted-and 8b'served Pb scores CN-=
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10) -were correlaeed 203 and--.90C), ,for groups 1 and

. \
respectixely The extremely low cor elation between the

entirely,due topredicted_ ahd observed Pb values in.Group

the three "independent", syllotisms. -As expected, the .

conditional picabfkbilities for ese svllogism's were excessively
,

/

low '(aboUt .20Y: :In contrast, -when onlsy the seven- "deperlden

syllogissms were.anaIysed, the correlation's bvieen mean

pr'edicted and observed Pb 4.lues was .932-fOr-GrOup Aci .929

for Group 2.

One possible interpretation of these,data iS the Participants*

responded, to nonsense (i. e, te, three "independent"

syllogisR4) with nonsenSe and the resUlts are thererore

artificial. However, analysis of the correlations across

individual4suggests something more substantial. Consideri'vg

only the seven "dependent" syllogisms, the average correlation
. _

(r to z transforM) across individuals was .587 in group, 1 and
. ---.$

.718:in group 2. It appears that...he a4ternative measUrement of

the conditional increased the predightability of Wyer's model
We"-,

over and above the effect attributable to the nonsense If

syllogisms. Further, the correlation between predicted and.

observed Pb values was* higher in iiine 'out of the ten syllogisms

fbr Group 2 than for Group-1.-

The results of this experiment were replicated,vsing A). less

verbose phrasing of the conditionals (e. g.,-Suppose that there

will be a shortage of eggs next. year. All 'things considered,

how likely is it,that the price of eggs will rise Sharply next

year?) Th'is replication is reported in Donahue (1979). Both,
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. studies suggest that 'the 'f-then" formt used t.o measure

conditional probabilities 'may be, inappropriate.

EXPERIMENT-2

The second.experiment 'was designed to test ,the issues of

theoretical interest outlined . the introduction using
A

measurement procedures based on experiment 1.

Method

A ,Subjects

4.
The respondents were 92 introductory psychology 'students at

Purdue. University. Participation in the experiment fulfilled an

opt'ional course requirement.

Design

Using the nbtation standardized by Campbell and Stanley

(1983), the ,desigm and number of respondents 32T1 each group are

shown in'Figure'l. The time between sessionS was one week. The

'observations" were the completion of the subjective probability

questionnaire described below. The "treatments' were 'the
\

administration of four persuasive messages, which argued that

(1) there would be an increase in the number of _police officers

in S. Louis; (2) 'there would be a shortage of eggs in the

coming year; (3) the gravitational pull of the sul on the moon

is ,greater than that of the earth, and (1) that the population.

of Mexico would double in the'next twenty-five years.
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The questionnaire consisted of. 60 belief statements, yielaing

15 syllogIsticaliy related. proposition'sets (4 statements-per

set, Pa, Pb. Pb/a. and Pb/a'). All of the A propositions, were

.randomly ordered and presented first, followed by a different

random ordering of the B statements. The positive and negative

conditionilt were presented next each with its compliment, in a

,third random order. Each,statement was rated on a 21-point

subjective probability scale, ranging from 0.to 100 in units of

5. The respondents- were instructed that- the Zero point

indicated that a statepent was complete unlikely, or definitely

not true, that the rating 100 indicated that a statement was

certain, or completely erue, 'and that a rating of 50 was a mid-.

point; that as far as they 'irre concerned, it-was equally 1 kely

that the statement was true c:)r- untrue. Ail respondents

completed a short practice section to 'establish anchor-points

and reduce warm-up effects.in the data. The pretesting or these

scales reported by Donahue (1979). indistated -satIsfactory

psychometric characteristics of this format.

-

The . persuasive messages Were four' paragraph each

approximatOy 200 words in length, which were presented as
. ,

interviews with experts in- various areas. Respondents were

asked to rolid and 'highlight" etch interview, and then to rate

;them on a -series of Scales concePning,their interest value,

s
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readaWitg, understandability,'and the know1Cdgability ofi the

interviewee,- The messages- eeddressed four "A 0:ropositions.
. ./

None or the messages contained any informat4on con rning the'

related "B" Proposition-s.I '10

\

.4
Procedure

Respondents 'were tested as indicated in Figure 1. In the
- .

message groups, the respOndent were informed that they were \.
,

,

pretesting the messages for use in the following semester, and

the rating of the propositions vas, necessary since' their

qpinions f these topics might influencethei,r_ratings of the

messages. The nomessage- groups 'Were told that Ne study ,

:concerned what types of beliefs were stableorinstable 'over
4

time and sa it was necessary that ,they respond the way* they
110

really felt at each administration or the questionnai're. All

respondents were asked to'be conscientious and "take their time"

while filling out the que,ttionnaire. At the final session, al71

respondents were debriefed 'concerning the entire design of the

experiment, and given instructions concerning how they co.uld

contact the experimenter in order:to-obtain,a brief summary or

the results of the experiment at a later time.

Results'

Fit of the Moll

v

A prediaed -Pb score was computed for each respondent .

.

-. . .

concerning each of the fifteen proposition sets based on

equation. (1). In order ,to ,test the fit of the model, the

responses of groups 2 and'4 were poole4, after initia4 analypes

1 (3
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revealed that-,they did 'not differ ,sLgnirianty on.anyof the
k

:subje'ctive.prOability ratings or their inconsistency scores.

(IncOnsistency scores were computed by taking the abso.lulte vaiue

of the diffeeence between.the predicted and'oli)Serv*ed Pb scores.)

At the group level, the mean p,redicted and. observed Pb sscores (N

m 15) were.correlated with a mean incontiStency sco-re..*,- or
.(:)5 (on a scale from'O to 1.0b: -one unit'of th-e Metric) On the

individual level; .the meat :vithin7,subject 'predictedobserve-d.

correlation was .69 anti-the meanjnconsistency score was .15.

Message Effectivenes

As a manipulation check on thek persuasive.messages, 2 X 2

unweighted mekyls- analysis of variance' was performed on the

subjective probabklity ratings the four target "A

piopositioris: The factors'in the ANOV were a messageno message

`and preiestno pretest factor. Four .separate ANOVs were

'performed. There was a main effect for .the message maniOulation

in all four analyses (Fs = 78.51, 51.07. 103.34, and 44.57, all.

Es < .01). The mean change in'Pa was an increase of .375. None

of the other' effects were significant in the analyses,except for,

an interaction effect with resPect to the first ' target

. proposition =. 5.4, k .05) such that the pretested

respondents who received -a message eKilibited more change than

did the non.pretested message group,. .

Hl: Effects 'o f a"Chane in the 'Premise on the Conclusion

Given that the persuasive messages had their desired impact,

the first hypothesis addressed the question of., whether equation
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[2] va.urately modeled theoentUing ramifications on cognitivemy _
,. .

.
.

structure. This,was investigated in two ways. The tir?t was

'the correlation of the.predicted and observed APOValuess for the

fOuf target syllogisms. In.light of the 'small . sample size,

howev'er, these correlations, must be *interpreted with calltfon.

'In addition to the correlational analysis, mean absolute

'Aiscre

r
n acy Scores were calculatedby taking the aksolUte value

of the-difference between predicted and observed APb'scores.

The results f these analyses'are shown'in Table 1. .011nly the

largest of ,the four correlat:ions shown it signititant. Two of,
t

the discrepancy scores whiel\were obtained were in the same

'range as the inconsistency score'g report,ed for the fit of the

model (.16 an'd .19). 'The remaining two scores, however, were

notably higher. Inspecf:ion of:the data involved indiOated that,

in both 'cases, two markedly dvant cases had cons derable

effect on these scores. It would seem, overall, that equation

4 2 ] was reasonab 1 y accurate in two - cases , and somewhat

inaccurate in two others.

Insert Table 1 about here
,

411.411P.

4 0
It was also one of the purposes of the'present study to

inv4stigate which components of the model are affected by a

change in' Pa. In order to facilitate the discussion of the

results obtaied, Table 2 shows- the inconsistenty scores, .Pb

ratings and salience for ,each of the four messagetarget

syjlogisms. Havi obtained an increase in Pa, any. one of

18
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several things might happen: tha incons stency score might rise,

#icating that thechange in Pa had no: effect on ,the other

.comPonents of the model; 'the salienca,s*core might ilecreases

thereby 4'preventing" the change in Pa from "reaching' Pb; or Pb

might also

eXamined in 'turn.

increase. Each .of- these -possi,bil ities witl now, be

Insert Table 2 about here

Examination* of the inconsistency scores Torthe four message

propositdons indicates that three of them do indeed change

significantly from time 1 to time 2, b t that &ey change in the

directio'n of treater consistency, not lss: So it is clear that

changes 'in Pa ao not upset the balance of equation, [1].

Examination of the sa ience scores shows that three of them

'decreased and one of them increased', although, none of bhe

=chttnges attained the standard levels of significance. Changes

in salience therefore did not play a significant role in the

Maintenance of balance for these syll;4r6rs,.

In order to examine the ef-fects on the Pb scores, 2 X 2

unweighted means AN-Olo Were performed on the Pb ratings at time

2 in order to determina whether the observed changes4in Pb were

due to message effects or pretesting. These tests were

performed tor each of the four Pb values in the messagetarget

syllogisms. The two factors were the resence or absence of the

test and,the presence 6r- absence the persuasive message,
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In ho 'casig 're any- pretesting main effeCts or message-by-

pretesting i *tractions eibserv4d, ,Three of the .four, message

riain effects,.'were signifi-capt. In the fourth case, however,

* that of sylltiiism 3, the 6'bserved increase .in Pb did not 'attain

sitnificance. Gi-vv low salience for syllogtsmstatistical

3, however, this is not unexp'ected. Table 2 showt that the

change in was .47. Since the salienCe for syllogism 3'is

.18, the predicted change in Pb is .08 (.47 X :18 = .08). The

obOtrved change is 07. In short, in this case, as in the other

three', balapce would seem to have been maintainea by. a change in

Pb.

4

H2: The EPrects or a Change in the "Conclusion" on t e "Premise"

In ordei to investigate the repercussions of a change in

"B*11 belief on the rest or the syllogism, two syllogisms (which-

will be referred to as 5 and 6) were constructed such that their

"13" ,Propositions, or .
conclusions" were meSsage-target

propositions (4.4 and A4,'respectively). For example:

A: The city of St. Louis recently adopted easier
requirements fCr becoming a member of its police
department.

BA; Suppose that the city of pt. Louis recently
adopted easier requirements for becoming a member of

/fits police department. All things considered, how
'likely is it that there willtsoon be an increase in
the number of police officers in St. Louis?

pi There will SOOT1 be a substantial increase :in the
',number or police offiq,ers in St. Louis.

The issue addressed was whether the change observed in the

ter& would affect the associated sal ence and/or the Pa term.

204w
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,*

An initial point of 4nquiry was the change equation. :The

correlation between prod 'cted and observed APbs for syljogisMs 5\:-

and 8 were .04 and 25 respectively. The absolute disCrepancy

scores were .31 and .32, indicating that equation [2] was not

highly predictive for either of these two syllogisms. A closer

analysis of the components of; those syllogisms seems warranted

-Table 3 shows the ratings of Pa,1Pb, and the salience and

inconsistency scores for propositions 5 and 8 for the pretested

and unpretested message groups ''(groups 3 and 4). Again, there
.

was: nO change in the salience.Ath t's less then 1.70; both E s

greater than .10). Repercussion effect must therefoi-e be sought

in the effects of the change in Pb 6n Pa.

-The change in, Pa was investigated using a 2 X Z unweighted

means AHOY of the type described above. The dependent variables

were the- .Pa5 and Pa6 ratings fbr the fours groups atptime 2.

The means and standard devkations for these analyses
4

in Table 4; their assoCiated Ns are shown in Figure

Insert Tables 3 and 4 about here

are' shown

For syllogis'm 5, there were no Significant main eftecti or

interaótions; the change in Pb had no effect on Pa. For

syllogism 8, tbe sole significant effect was the pretesting

effect (F4,1,88) .se 10.105; E -) .005); again, the change in Pb

had no significant effect on Pa.
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The othr curious effect ieflected in Table 3 'is the inarease
4

in inconGistency as a function-olf the reception of the message

for Syllogism 5. This is in contrast tolthe finding that all

other syllogisms showed a decrease in inconsistency.f A 2 X 2

unweighted means -ANOV cOnfirmed the significance of 'this

increase, and the fact that it was 'due to the message

manipulation rather than pretasting (F(1. 88) = 3.14; NISe =

1.877; p < .003).

Discus.sion

The,present data offer a number insights into research

A using, Wyer's model. Exper ment 1 demonstrated an important

problem with respect to tha operationalization of 'conditional

probabilities. jt was, found that phrasing conditional

probabilities in an "If-then" format, as is typical of'.Wyer's

work and other research using subjectiveiprobability models, may

encourage respondents to interpret such probabilities in, terms

of causality. Such a "iausality bias" is inconsistent with the

mathematical 'conceptualization of---conditional probabilities.

Future research And applications of the model would be best,

advised to avoid an "If-then" forMat.

Experiment 2. demonstrated that, in response to, a .change in

the subjective . pr.obability of a "premise" the cognitive

structure responded quickly, efficiently, and logically to

restore the cognitive balance described by equation 1. Chailge

in "premises: lead to changes in "conclusions"; the

psychological salience of the premise with respect to the

conclusion was not affected. Such a change

22

in salience would
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0 '

sort of defensive reaction; like winning what.

appeared to-b. * major point in an argument and having the other

indiidual 'say, Well, that doesn't i.eally matter anyway." For

the topics cons.idered the present study there was-no evidence
et

fOr ,Ahe use of sUch meAanisms for the eestoration of balance.

in respect for ethical considerations, hiowever, the present

study deliberately used topics whiCh were not particularly ego-
,.

involving; in the case of other types of topics, other types of

balance-restoratipn Mechanisms might be obse'rved.,

Unlike the logical\ changes observed after altering the

subjective probabilitY of a premise, changes in the conclusion'

of ,a syllogism seemed to 'have little effect on the other

elements of the syllogism. One syllogism showed an increase in

its inconsittency score as a result change in the

conclusion, etresult predicted by the cognitive inertia effect

discussed by , McGuire ,(1960a, The other syllogism whose

conclusion was changed did nok, show that efrect. But that

second syl ogism demonstrated a civrious pretesting tract which

cUrious assymet y in the logical rei,ercussions of belief change.

WAS not obs.r ed in any'of the other syllogisms, which may have

served to 'mask' the existence ,or cognitive inertia (by

increasing belief\ in the premise, and thereby decreasing the

inconsistency caused by the change in the concluston). The lack'

any similar increase in inconsistency when the eremise was

changed, however, questions' the parsimony of the evocation of

the effeCt ih the case of a change in the conclusion. More

research is clearly indicated to determine the generalizability

at these results, and to explore theirpossible ramificatfon of

2,3
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thete rtsults. if they continue to be In addition,

research using Wyer's model 'should be developed in applied
A

se t'ingsN- ,Applicatidns of Wyer's'model have 1.een almost non

xistent although the model coul'd be of considerible interest 4to

applied psychOlogiits. . An example of .sugh an apPlication is

presented an discussed in Jaccard, Knox, and Brinberg (1979).

k.

Yle
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Footnotes-,

1. Copies of the massages and syllogistic sets are presented
in Donahue (1979) and may be obtained from-the authors upon
request. Michael Donahue or James Jaccard, Department of
Psychological ' Sciences, Purdue University, West Lafayette,
Indiana, 47906.
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Table 1 Correlations, and means and standard deviations of-absolute

discrepany soores, between predicted-and observedtPb scores.

Pb r- iPbt' SP

.091

.274

A .183

B1 -.10 .264

B2 .64 .160

-B3 .21 010

B4 .18 .190

r

.!
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Table 2. Inconsistency scores, Pb ratings arid salience scores for the four

message-target syllogisms, Times 1 and-2, Group 4

Syllogism Ti

.20 .18

(St. Louis Pb .40/ .63

Police) Sal .37 :35

-,--

2 Inc. .15 .09

(Shortage of Pb :59 ;80

Eggs), Sal 47,

Inc. .26 ,.09

CEarth-Sun Pb .37

Moon) Salv. .18 .15

,

4 Inc. .19 .08

(Mexican Pb .60 .82
,

,

Population) Sal .38 ,42

043

-3.52

.67

..002

0.24 .82

2.72 ..01

-4,41 .001

1.83 .082

2.74 .01

.1.17 .26

0.39

2.61 .02

-5.47
,.

.001

-0.75 .46

0
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Table 3: Pa, Pb,, salience and inconsisteney scores for the preested aai,
son-pretested.message groups-for syllogisms.5 and 6

Syllogism
Time

.-

Pretest
Pa5 .54 .42

Pb (Pal) .53 .86
5

.i1- .25

Inc. .13 .26

Pa6 .57 .70

Pb (Pa4) .53 .88-

Sal .30 .24

'AC, .18

Pa5
.tion-pretest

.48

Pb (Pal) .73

Sal .33

Inc. 15

Pa6

Ph (Pa4) .70

Sal .30

.17
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Table 4. Means,and standrad deviations of the Pa5 and Pa6 ratinge-tor'eaoh

'Message

Message

of the four groups at time 2.

Yeti

Yes

N.

.524..

.155

Pa5

Pretest

Pa6

Pretest

No

479

.285

, .492

SD .176

Yes No

.700 X - .535

*.142 so .I90

.602 .548

.193 SD .127

2-r)
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